Tear Gas and Pepper? The kids spill into the streets, they want the street the pepper machine didn’t cover. Flee through British Motors and out the other side, work back toward campus. At the corner three pig cars pull up. The pork starts to unload, brandishing clubs. Another escape through British Motors, this time going the other way. Cannisters go off in the garage, kids throw them back. Again on Telly, wait and look and think for new escape routes.

Suddenly it raises a little, suddenly the pigs disappear from the streets. Crowds of kids walking on Telly, Tippico Tanaka is open for business. Somebody switched the channel, the war is over today.

Spring confronted Berkeley this week and the UC strike is over, its reeled in the apostolic long. Monday night business was taken care of when a hand of non-strikers was so busy ambus-
cing the pigs that the pigs decided to leave the North Gate open for business.

QUOTING A POSSIBLE SOLUTION
As for the present situation, “We will settle for nothing less than a full Third World college for the Fall of ’69,” declared the College of Engineering that a strike was going on. Smearwash smash the windows. The funds for such a college would be a healthy academic atmosphere conducive to final ex-
aminations and institutionalized racism by holding a formal bell shoc:
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Fighting, fighting, fighting to go on record as being in favor of the establishment of ethnic studies which might eventually evolve into a college.
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The Third World Liberation Front snapped back to the hard line Thursday at UC. Front spokesmen criticized Tuesday’s academic senate resolution as not meeting the strike demands. The senate then laid down the minimal conditions under which a moratorium on strike activities would be called. Richman, faculty decision did not “resolve problems relating to when such a Third World college would be de-
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Along came Wednesday, the pigs came back in the zone of polka dot studies department, if Darwin was on its side then it might someday eventually per-
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if the Administration is showing good faith in bringing the strike to a successful conclusion, we can go along.

It seemed hardly likely that Jackson would be without the authorization of the central committee.

But at a TWLF meeting for Third Worlders only later in the afternoon the tone was entirely different. The strike and the negotiations were getting heavier, the war cry again.

Wednesday evening, Jim Nabors came to a meeting of white radicals to announce that he would serve as a liaison between the TWLF central committee and the white strikers.

In that capacity he told the TWLF strikers: 'I really don't have the time to get ready for an escalation of strike tactics next week. If you want to move up, then move on Monday. The strike will build toward a complete disruption of the following week's final examinations.'

What seems most likely to happen is that the protest over the repression, fifty-five new warrants are sitting on the district attorney's desk awaiting judicial signature.

Fifteen of the warrants are for trumped-up felonious assault charges, and the remaining forty charges.

The arrest of the strikers.

Miami Beach's message was clear -- We will meet them. We will not leave the battlefield.

It seems likely that there are some differences of opinion within the TWLF leadership, some elements within the Front may have regarded the Academic Senate resolution as insufficient. Jackson forecast off the strike and called it a victory, pending the future implementation of that resolution.

On a purely tactical level, some people in the TWLF may think it a good idea to use the promise of a moratorium as the leverage by which to prevent all the strikers from going home by the end of Friday. The strike would be declared over, but the promise was not yet in writing. Jackson was asked what he thought about the moratorium.

"I don't think it's worth it," he said, "but if we can get into the bargaining period, I'll go along."

Meanwhile it's clear that the situation is not having second thoughts about his repossession. Fifty-five new warrants are sitting on the district attorney's desk awaiting judicial signature.

Twenty-one of the warrants are for trumped-up felonious assault charges, and the remaining forty charges.

The arrest of the strikers.

Mandakini, 10th University Berkeley

The Master: The Gas Heart

The Master and the Gas Heart

The Master and the Gas Heart

Academy Award Nominee

"FAR AND AWAY THE STRONGEST, BLUSTIEST, MOST IMPORTANT AMERICAN MOVIE OF THE YEAR!"

Shades of Joy

Sat. & Sun., Mar. 8 & 9


The Circus at the Interplayers Theater

SATURDAY, MARCH 15 at 8:30 P.M.

West Campus Auditorium, Berkeley

All seats reserved by section. TICKETS at $2.25 and $2.75 are available at Discount Records, Shakespeare & Co., and the ASUC Box Office, all on Telegraph Avenue, Berkeley.